
 
Strengthening inroads’
members capacity for
resource mobilization

 
by Xio Carballo



 
use 1 or 2 words to describe

 
How are we showing up 

in this space today?
 



Learning the language of
RM & understanding key

RM concepts.

1

Finding the most appropriate calls forproposals for the type of work the organization does.
3

Mapping donors'landscapes and creating a pipeline.
2

Our purpose for today:



 
Resource mobilizing 
has the purpose of
fulfilling different

needs.



Activity time
 

Take 10 minutes 

to list down 

your needs 

(for your eyes only!)

 

(Eg. Personal, work,

organizational)

 



Reflections
 

- What did you learn about

your own needs?

- How can you imagine having

your needs fulfilled?

- What are the conditions

required to fulfill your needs?





To set yourself up
for success when

resource mobilizing,
you need to know:

 

Where you are at
(Your current place)

Where do you want to go?
(Your desired resource mobilization /

fundraising needs)



How do we 
do that?



List the resources
needed for each of your
organization's projects
and/or organizational

priorities.

1

Gather a team of staffand/or volunteers whowill be responsible formobilising the neededresources.
3

Know how the organizationis going to go aboutmobilizing resources.
 From there, create a plan.

2



Ask yourself: 
 

Which donors do youwant to engage withthat matches yourvalues?
5

Understand 
1) different audiences
and 2) the resources
that can be obtained
from each of them. 

4

Tell your story!
Get to know yourself soyou can present to youraudience. Shape youridentity and know yourwhy and the worth of yourwork and impact it creates.

6

Power dynamics!



 

Once you have identified answers to the previous
questions, prepare the grounds for your proposal!

 
Answer at least the following questions,

tailoring your proposal to each call or 
proposal-writing invitation --->



 

Who are we? 
Present your story, vision, mission, history, etc.

 
Who are my people? 

Who do I want to serve and work with, and why?
 

Why do we want to do this work? 
What would happen if this work was not done? What gap is your work filling?

 
Who will I be collaborating with? 

Where and what is your network/constituency? How do you plan to work with them specifically?
 

How am I going to accomplish the activities? 
Plan using a logic that covers objectives, activities, who is responsible, in what timeline, cost, etc. 



 
What do we understand

when speaking about
resources? 

 
What types of 

resources exist? 
 



Create a conscious list of potential donors
remember: less is more
Within the pipeline, ask yourself/your organization:

Do you have existing donors? 
do you want to continue your relationships?

also identify + keep tabs on other potential donors, making sure that
this pipeline/portfolio suits your work and mission. 

Understanding what a portfolio/ pipeline is:



dates for calls for proposals
target thematic areas
target group(s)
contact details & persons
relationship management expectations

 
create an easy to manage document where you can 
keep track of fundamental information, such as:

 
USE donor finders for how to search for donors 
one example:  https://www.civicus.org/index.php/donor-finder 



Activity time:
 

Pitching your project (30 min) 
 

 come together to workshop a common idea of a project. 
 

It can be hypothetical or one that you have already been working on. 
using the basic questions of the proposal writing techniques, workshop 

the project with emphasis on your unique needs, incorporating your
organizational identity, and the language we have discussed.



plenary:
 

What feedback would you give? 
 

what would you change?
 

What worked? 
 



 
 

closing the space:
 

what were your 
key takeaways from 

today's session?
 



Sharing a
word of

gratitude


